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Abstract: Intentionally deceptive online content represents a significant issue for society. Multiple
techniques have been proposed to identify and combat its spread. To understand how to inform
individuals most effectively about the potential biases of and other issues with content, this article
studies factors that impact the perception of online content. Specifically, it looks at how these factors
have similar or different impact depending on the income level, political affiliation and online usage
time of Americans. A national survey was conducted that asked respondents about multiple factors
that influence their and others’ perception of online content trustworthiness. It also asked what the
ideal impact of these factors should be. This data is presented and analyzed herein, conclusions
are drawn and their implications, with regard to preventing the spread of deceptive online content,
are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Deceptive online content presents numerous challenges to modern society. It has
been blamed for numerous incidents ranging from election interference [1] to a standoff
in a pizza parlor [2]. Manipulative online content, in particular, has been blamed for
significantly contributing to the U.S. 6 January capitol riot [3]. The term “fake news” has
become commonplace, in some instances referring to deceptive content and in others used
to attack content that the speaker disagrees with [4,5].

While several pronounced examples of the problem have occurred in the United
States, the phenomenon is far bigger than just in America. Interference with the British
Brexit vote [6,7], for example, has been alleged. Brazilian president Bolsonaro [8] explicitly
used the term “fake news” in reference to a Reuters report regarding communications
between the CIA and Brazilian officials. Disinformation has also been argued to have
had a key role in the Russia-Ukraine conflict [9]. Examples of the “fake news” and online
deceptive and manipulative content phenomena have been documented in at least 20 coun-
tries [10]. Lee [11], most pronouncedly, contends that “fake news” represents a threat to
democracy itself.

Numerous responses to deceptive and allegedly deceptive online content have oc-
curred. Cogent Communications disconnected internet backbone service into Russia to
prevent “the Russian government from using the company’s networks for cyberattacks
and propaganda” [12]. Russia, conversely, passed a law against so-called “fake news”,
blocked Facebook, limited Twitter access and threatened to “block” Wikipedia due to “’false
messages’ about the [Ukraine] war” [12]. The Russian “fake news” law threatens violators
with up to fifteen years of jail time and fines of over a million rubles [13] and has caused
some organizations to cease Russian operations, while others have changed to align with
the Russian government’s dictates [14].
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Worldwide, prospective solutions for preventing the spread of misinformation, dis-
information and other deceptive content have included techniques such as filtering con-
tent [15], content detection and removal [16], limiting access to the internet [17], and content
labeling [18]. Problematically, many of these techniques could also be used for preventing
the spread of accurate information that is disliked by or critical of various governments.

In prior work, the efficacy of online labeling has been assessed [18] and user per-
ceptions of labels have been analyzed [19,20]. In particular, labels’ efficacy have been
evaluated based on Americans’ income level, party affiliation and online use levels [21]
and factors impacting Americans’ perception of the trustworthiness of online content have
been analyzed based on age, education level and gender [22]. This paper seeks to further
the understanding of how labeling can be used to mitigate the spread of fake news—as
defined by Goldbeck et al. [23] as “information, presented as a news story that is factually
incorrect and designed to deceive the consumer into believing it is true”. It builds on
the aforementioned prior work by focusing on the impact of income, political affiliation
and online usage time on the factors that impact Americans’ perceptions of online content
trustworthiness.

A broad consensus, across the studied demographics, that each labeling metric consid-
ered should be used at least ‘a moderate amount’ is shown, suggesting the feasibility of an
online content labeling system using these metrics. However, less consistency is shown
when considering the higher standards of metric impact and use at the ‘a lot’ and ‘a great
deal’ levels, particularly between respondents indicating different political affiliations. The
level of use, for many labeling metrics, was shown to tend to increase with both average
daily internet usage time and with reported income level, though exceptions to this trend
were present at the highest and lowest income levels.

This paper continues, in Section 2, with a discussion of relevant prior work that pro-
vides a foundation for the analysis presented herein. Section 3 presents the instrument and
techniques used for data collection and provides an overview of respondents’ demographic
characteristics. In Section 4, the impact of articles’ title, author, publisher and metadata
on trustworthiness perception are discussed as are the impact of article characteristics on
trustworthiness perception. Section 5 analyzes the data presented and discussed in the
previous sections, before the paper concludes and discusses future work, in Section 6.

2. Background

This section presents prior work in several areas which provide a foundation for the
work presented herein. First, prior work related to deceptive online content and the issues
that it poses is reviewed. Next, work related to deceptive online content identification is
discussed. Finally, prior work related to deceptive content response techniques is presented.

2.1. Deceptive Online Content and the Issues It Causes

Keyes, in 2004, called the era one of “post-truth” [24], noting that “deception has
become commonplace”. For many, though, it was events in 2016 that raised awareness
of this deception. The U.S. presidential election and Brexit referendum on leaving the
European Union both showcased how potentially susceptible some online channels of
information, and their users, were to manipulation. Brexit influence attacks included the use
of “hyperpartisan” content [6], foreign-source online content [25], Twitterbots [6] and illegal
profiling [25]. The U.S. election brought the term “fake news” into the national vocabulary
with numerous deceptive articles circulating on social media [26]. It has been estimated
that 6% of all news during the election period was fake, but only 1% of the population
received most of this content [1]. Tweets, on the other hand, were more problematic, with
Bovet and Makse [27] finding that a quarter of tweets during the election were “fake or
extremely biased news”, based on the websites they linked to. Allen et al. [28] though,
found that—in general—fake news is only about 0.15% of Americans’ media consumption.

The consequence of this content proliferation is significant. Lee [11] proffers that “fake
news” is a “sinister force” which is a threat to democracy itself. Monsees [29], similarly,
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characterized it as being “a war against truth”, nothing that the threat has risen from being
“a very specific concern regarding the spread of information via social media” to becoming
an actual “security concern”.

The impact of deceptive content is not uniform. It has been shown to have a more
pronounced effect on some individuals due to “confirmation bias, selective exposure, and
lack of analytical thinking” [30]. Its impact on youth is also pronounced. Several studies
characterize the issues. A study conducted in the United States showed that only 11% of
children were able to identify a hoax website, while a similar Netherlands study found
this number to be only 7% [31]. When surveyed, college students indicated expecting
social media news content to be inaccurate [32], despite the 18 to 29 age group using social
media more frequently and trusting it more than those of other ages [32,33]. Other studies
(e.g., [34–36]), though, have suggested that the impact on youth may be less pronounced
and more nuanced.

The exact impact of deceptive content, both at present and into the future, thus, has
been difficult to characterize. However, there have been some pronounced real-world
impacts. The Pizzagate incident in the United States [2] and fake news-triggered assault
in Mexico [30] show the specific harm that it can cause. It has also been shown to have
impacted elections [1,27] and reduced public trust in traditional media [37]. Falsely labeling
content as fake news has served to, Lees contents, “plant mistrust in the media, stop stories
being published, and even imprison journalists” [38]. Furthermore, problematic is the fact
that, according to Zucker [39], residual belief in the incorrect information remains, “even
after individuals learn that a piece of information is false . . . because of the difficulty of
removing information once it has been encoded in memory”.

2.2. Deceptive Online Content Identification

This paper focuses on understanding Americans’ perspectives regarding content
trustworthiness, which contributes to the development and understanding of techniques
to combat deceptive online content. Most techniques designed to combat the spread of
deceptive online content require supporting techniques to identify that content. These
techniques are the focus of this section.

To identify deceptive online content, a defining set of criteria is required. Zhang
et al. [40] suggested that four elements be considered when determining whether content is
“fake news” or not. The suggested elements were the content’s creator/spreader, target
victims, social context, and the nature of the content itself. However, without identifying
specific facts which are inaccurate and a proving a creator’s nefarious intent, the process is
still inherently subjective. Most techniques focus on identification using correlating factors,
as opposed to direct methods.

Content identification techniques can be manual, automatic, or a combination of the
two. Zhou and Zafarani [41] proposed an approach which identifies content based on
its style and the distributing party, while also using network analysis. Budak, Agrawal
and Abbadi [42] also proposed a network analysis technique based on the identification
of influential nodes. Others [43,44] have proposed techniques based on user analysis.
Wang [45], alternately, discussed using a machine learning-based automation approach
which utilizes manual annotations. Suchia et al. [46] developed an algorithm focusing
on identifying “rumors” which “many people believe to be true” despite them drawing
on misinformation.

Techniques based on technologies such as neural networks [47,48], natural language
processing [49] and neural stacking [50] have also been proposed. Other techniques have
focused on social science dimensions, such as those considering emotion cognizance [51],
social context analysis [40,52], content and sentiment analysis [40] and signal detection [53].

Several approaches have already been implemented in practice. Twitter’s has intro-
duced a “Birdwatch” system which involves manual user review of Twitter posts [54].
Wikipedia has a manually developed news source list which includes reliability assess-
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ment (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources/Perennial_sources,
accessed on 3 November 2022).

Beyond identifying deceptive content, several taxonomies for more precisely classify-
ing it have been developed. Tandoc, Lim and Ling [55], for example, proposed a system
which places content into six categories: “fabrication”, “manipulation”, “propaganda”,
“satire”, “parody”, and “advertising”. Bakir and McStay [56] proposed a seven category
system with the classifications of “false connection”, “false context”, “manipulated content”,
“misleading content”, “imposter content (genuine sources are impersonated)”, “fabricated
content”, “satire/parody”. Notably, these taxonomies may support the identification of
deceptive content, in addition to classifying already identified content.

2.3. Deceptive Online Content Response Techniques

A variety of approaches have been proposed to respond to deceptive online con-
tent, once it is identified. Proposed and, in some cases, implemented technical solutions
have included content filtering [15], limiting the effectiveness of botnets [57], removing
content [16], limiting or preventing internet access [17], and labeling content [18].

Worldwide, a variety of policy approaches have also been utilized. Yadav et al. [58]
have demonstrated how numerous different approaches to regulation have been imple-
mented by analyzing over 100 national laws. The approaches taken vary significantly.

The European Union, for example, has utilized an approach that seeks to “facilitate
digital platforms’ self-regulation to tackle misinformation and disinformation” [59]. Indone-
sia, on the other hand, has laws that impose jail sentences on those convicted of “spreading
false information or news that intentionally causes public disorder” of up to a decade [59].

A Bangladesh law, despite the country’s constitutional free speech protections, seeks
“to control the spread of online misinformation” and has, according to Haque et al. [60],
been used to shut down publications and jail journalists.

The People’s Republic of China enacted a law, the Computer Information Network and
Internet Security, Protection and Management Regulations of 1997, which prohibits “mak-
ing falsehoods or distorting the truth, spreading rumors, destroying the order of society”
on the internet. Misinformation, according to these regulations, should be removed [61].

Ethiopia prohibits certain types of “false accusations”, while Cote d’Ivoire prohibits
“’false information’ that could harm the reputation of institutions” [62]. Malawi’s has a law
that prohibits publishing “false statements that may ‘cause fear and alarm to the public or
do disturb the public peace’” [62].

In addition to technical and legal solutions that seek to prevent the creation and/or
dissemination of deceptive content, other approaches have also been utilized. Labeling is
one such approach. Labeling approaches, which are discussed in more detail in [18], build
on a variety of initiatives for other content types and products. In the United States, MPAA
movie and V-Chip television ratings [63–65] are used to label video content, while explicit
lyric warning labels [66] are applied to applicable music. Other labels include anti-piracy
warnings [67], food nutrition facts labels [68] and cigarette health warning labels [69].

Labeling for online content has also been previously proposed. Fuhr et al. [23], for
example, proposed labeling content with information in multiple categories such as its level
of factuality (versus opinion content), virality, emotionality, controversy, source credibility,
and reading level. Fairbanks et al. [70], on the other hand, developed a system that seeks to
label content based on the types of words used, classifying some as “liberal words,” “con-
servative words,” and “fake news words”. Problematically, in this study [70], the system’s
identification of fake news, based on the applicable words, was shown to beunreliable.

3. Data Collection and Respondents

This processes that were used for collecting and analyzing data and respondents’
characteristics are discussed in this section. The survey instrument and the data collection
techniques are described in Section 3.1. Then, the implications of respondents’ answers are
discussed in Section 3.2. Finally, respondents’ demographics are reviewed in Section 3.3.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources/Perennial_sources
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3.1. Survey and Data Collection

This paper draws from the same data used in [20–22]. It utilized a survey instrument
which is based on (modified from) the survey instrument which was used for data collection
in [19]. There are several differences between the instrument used for this work and the
instrument used in [19]. First, the questions from the three surveys used in [19], which were
previously administered independently, were combined. After this, editing then focused
on removing questions. Some questions were included on two or more of the three surveys
and duplicates were thus removed. The survey was also edited to reduce the required
response time. The project team and Qualtrics survey staff reviewed the revised survey
instrument before its use.

Instrument reliability was enhanced through several efforts. First, an initial pilot was
performed at two universities. As part of this effort, multiple students wrote and reviewed
questions. These questions were also reviewed by other project team members prior to this
initial pilot study, covering a variety of ages and other demographic characteristics. For
the current study, the questions were reviewed again by the project team members and
Qualtrics staff. Then, as part of Qualtrics’ standard procedure, a limited pilot study phase
was used to validate the instrument, before the larger scale study commenced. Because no
issues occurred during the pilot, these responses were applied to the demographic quotas
and are included in the dataset which is analyzed herein.

Questions on the survey instrument ask respondents about their personal perceptions,
their perceptions of others’ attitudes and beliefs, and their perceptions of what is ideal.
These data were collected using a series of related questions:

• How much of an impact does [topic] have on your personal perceptions of trustworthiness and
or credibility of an article?

• How much of an impact do you believe the [topic] has on other people’s perception of the
trustworthiness and or credibility of an article?

• If you were acting in an ideal manner, to what extent should [topic] impact your perception of
the trustworthiness and or credibility of an article?

These three related questions facilitate conducting analysis that compares respondents’
own action and belief perceptions, respondents’ perceptions of others and their belief
regarding what should be done. Respondents were asked to choose one of five responses
which were presented, in the survey, on a Likert-like scale:

• A great deal • A lot • A moderate amount • A little • None at all

Data was collected for analysis, in this paper, by Qualtrics International Inc. using a
quota-based stratified sampling technique using the survey instrument described previ-
ously. Respondents were recruited to provide a population proportionate representation
in terms several key demographic characteristics: gender, age, income level and politi-
cal affiliation. The survey was conducted in October of 2021. From this, approximately
550 responses were received. Five-hundred of these responses were a part of the popula-
tion representative sample. An incentive (such as airline miles or a gift card) was given
to respondents who completed the survey; thus, most responses were complete. All re-
sponses, which include an answer to the relevant response question and demographics
being analyzed, were considered in this paper. This includes some respondents who are
not part of the population representative quotas. The responses for each question were ana-
lyzed, using Qualtrics and Microsoft Excel software, and the each of the three demographic
characteristics’ impact are assessed herein.

3.2. Implications of Respondent Answers

The data that has been collected can be analyzed both individually, in terms of re-
spondents’ perceptions of their own beliefs, perceptions of the beliefs of others and their
perceptions of ideal beliefs. It can also be analyzed through the juxtaposition of these three
perceptions. Table 1 presents the interpretation of different combinations of self, others and
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ideal perceptions for a given response. These belief paradigms are utilized in the analysis
presented in Section 5.

Table 1. Interpretations of indications of self, others and ideal combinations [19].

Self Other Ideal Meaning

• • • Everyone does this, and we should.
• • I do this, and everyone else should.

• • Everyone else does this, and I should.
• No one does this, but we all should.

• • Everyone does this, but we should not.
• Only I do this, and I should not.

• Everyone else does this, but they should not.
No one does this, and no one should.

3.3. Respondent Demographics

Data was collected to classify respondents based on several different demographic
characteristics. Gender, age, educational attainment level, income and political party
affiliation were traits that participants were recruited for, to be population-proportionate.
For this study, all responses where the relevant demographic characteristic question and
question being assessed were completed were utilized, including responses that were
not part of the population-proportionate set. Because of the population proportionate
recruiting, the participants are well distributed with regard to each characteristic.

In terms of gender, just under half of respondents (49%) were male and just over half
(51%) were female. Respondents were also given the option to indicate a non-binary gender;
however, less than 1% of respondents indicated a non-binary gender preventing further
analysis, due to the small sample size.

Responses were received from respondents with ages across the spectrum. The distri-
bution of respondents’ ages is presented in Table 2. The 18–24, 25–29 and 30–34 age groups
each contained about 11% of respondents. Ten percent of respondents were aged between
35–39 and 9% of respondents were aged between 40–44. The 45–49 age group contained
approximately 7% of respondents and the 50–54 age group contained approximately 6% of
respondents. Fourteen percent of respondents were 55 between 59 years old. Finally, 12%
of respondents were between 60 and 64 years old and 11% of respondents indicated being
65 and older.

Table 2. Respondents’ age distribution [20].

18–24 25–29 30–34 35–39 40–44 45–49 50–54 55–59 60–64 65 and Older

10.57% 10.93% 11.29% 10.04% 8.96% 6.63% 6.09% 12.54% 12.19% 10.75%
59 61 63 56 50 37 34 70 68 60

Respondents were also well distributed in terms of their educational attainment, as it
was a demographic characteristic for which population-proportionality was targeted. The
educational levels which were reported by participants are presented in Table 3. Of those
responding, approximately 25% (each) have completed high school or completed some
college but not completed a degree program. Just under a quarter (22%) have completed a
bachelor’s degree. A smaller number (12%) of respondents have completed an associate’s
degree. The number of respondents who have completed graduate degrees is much lower
that other categories, with only 3% holding a Ph.D. and 12% holding a masters’ degree.
A relatively small number of respondents (5%) indicated that they had not completed
high school.
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Table 3. Respondents’ education distribution [20].

Some High School
(No Degree)

High School
Degree

Some College
(No Degree)

Associate’s
Degree

Bachelor’s
Degree

Master’s
Degree

Doctoral
Degree

4.68% 25.72% 23.20% 11.51% 22.12% 10.25% 2.52%
26 143 129 64 123 57 14

Respondents’ income distribution is presented in Table 4. Just under a quarter of
respondents earned less than $24,999, while just over a quarter of respondents earned
between $50,000 and $74,999. This was the largest of the income groups. Just under
20% earned between $25,000 and $49,999 and just over 15% earned between $75,000 and
$99,999. The highest earners, the $125,000 or more group, made up just under 10% of
respondents. Finally, the smallest income group was earners between $100,000 and $124,999,
who comprised 7% of respondents.

Table 4. Respondents’ income level distribution [20].

$24,999 or
Less

$25,000 to
$49,999

$50,000 to
$74,999

$75,000 to
$99,999

$100,000 to
$124,999

$125,000 or
More

22% 19% 27% 16% 7% 9%
121 107 153 90 37 50

The breakdown of respondents’ political affiliations is shown in Table 5. Just under
45% of respondents identified affiliating as independent or with a party other than the
Republicans or Democrats. Democrats comprised 29% of respondents, while Republicans
comprised 27%.

Table 5. Respondents’ political affiliation distribution [20].

Republican Party Independent/Other Party Democratic Party

27% 44% 29%
149 247 162

Finally, respondents’ daily online time (spent reading news websites and social media)
distribution is presented in Table 6. The largest group was individuals who spent between
one and three hours online, which comprised 41% of respondents. This was followed by
those spending one or less hours, which comprised 39% of respondents. Thirteen percent
spent between three and five hours consuming online content and 8% devoted more than
5 h daily to online content reading.

Table 6. Respondents’ online usage time distribution.

1 h or Less Between 1 and 3 h Between 3 and 5 h More Than 5 h

39% 41% 13% 8%
216 228 71 43

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents and discusses the survey results. The impact of the article’s
title, author, publisher and metadata are discussed in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 considers the
impact of article characteristics.

4.1. Article Title, Author, Publisher and Metadata Impact

This section describes the responses of the study participants with respect to the impact
of the article’s title, publisher, publication date, author, sponsor, the author’s political
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alignment, the publisher’s political alignment, and the sponsor’s political alignment on
their perceptions of the trustworthiness of the article. Each is discussed in the following
subsections. Comparison between respondents’ perceptions of the impact of the attributes
is discussed in Section 5.

4.1.1. Title

This section considers respondents’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of articles’
titles for judging the trustworthiness of an article. Respondents were asked to characterize
their personal perception of the title’s utility for assessing article accuracy, their perception
of how useful the title is to others, for gauging article accuracy, and their perception of
what level of utility the title should ideally have in gauging article accuracy.

Figure A1, located in Appendix A, presents respondents’ perceptions of the utility of
the title for their own accuracy assessment, in terms of their income level, party affiliation
and internet usage level. In terms of income level (shown in Figure A1a), there is a notable
increase in the level of title usage by respondents as income levels increase. At the income
level of $24,999 or less, just under 80% of respondents indicate that they use the title at least
a moderate amount and nearly 90% indicate using it a little. The percentage of respondents
using the title at least a moderate amount increases between the two lowest income level
groups and then fluctuates somewhat. However, the percentage of individuals using the
title metric at least a little rises to over 95% at the highest income level.

With respect to party affiliation (see Figure A1b), Republican and Democrat respon-
dents use the title at almost equal levels, at the ‘a lot’ level; however, Democrats report
using it more at the moderate amount level and slightly more at the ‘a little’ level. Indepen-
dents/other party affiliated respondents report the lowest level of self-usage at each level;
however, over 70% percent of independent/other party respondents report using the title
at the moderate amount level and approximately 90% report using it at least a little.

Respondents’ reliance on the title increases, at the moderate level, with internet usage
time across all for levels of usage. However, a notably larger number of users report
moderate use (as opposed to a great deal or a lot of use) at the highest internet usage levels
(see Figure A1c). Those with 1 h or less of reported internet usage report the lowest usage
of the title, across all use levels, with approximately 85% of respondents indicating at least
a little use of the metric and just under 75% of respondents reporting at least moderate use.
At the other internet usage levels, at least 90% of respondents reported at least a little use,
with slightly greater use being reported for users using the internet between 1 and 5 h.

Figure A2 presents the respondents’ perceptions of the title’s impact on the decision
making of others when considering the trustworthiness of an article.

In terms of income level (see Figure A2a), there is general increase in the perceived
level of usage of the title by others with increasing income. At the two highest income
levels, all respondents reported at least a little usage by others. At an income level of
$24,999 or less, approximately 80% of respondents indicated that they thought that others
used the title at least a moderate amount. This peaks at approximately 90% at both the
$25,000 to $49,999 and $125,000 or more levels, with slightly lower levels of use (though
still higher than reported by the $24,999 or less group) reported at the intervening income
levels. The growth in, at least a little, usage is similar to the responses for self-perception
(shown in Figure A1a).

With respect to party affiliation (see Figure A2b), Republican and Democrat respon-
dents believe others use the title, at least a little, at almost equal levels. Republicans
reported more use at the ‘a lot’ and ‘a little’ levels; however, over 50% of both groups
indicated that others use the title a lot or a great deal and over 85% indicated use at least a
moderate amount. Independents/other party affiliated respondents reported the lowest
level of belief that others use the title; however, this is only slightly lower than the level
reported by Republicans. Independents/other affiliation respondents reported a great deal
of use at a level between Democrats and Republicans; however, they have the lowest level
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of respondents indicating a lot of usage and the highest level of respondents indicating
moderate and little amounts of usage and no usage.

Perceived use by others tends to increase with respondents’ increased internet usage
time (see Figure A2c); however, there is a slight drop between the three to five hours and
more than five hours usage levels. Those reporting 1 h or less of internet usage indicated
the lowest level of perceived title usage by others, with under 50% of these respondents
reporting either ‘a lot’ or ‘a great deal’ of usage by others and just over 80% reporting at
least a moderate amount of use. The highest use of the title by others was reported by
the between 1 to 3 h and between 3 to 5 h of usage groups, with over 95% of both groups
reporting at least a little usage and approximately 90% of both groups reporting at least a
moderate amount of usage.

Figure A3 presents data regarding respondents’ perception of the title’s ideal impact
on decision making when considering the accuracy of an article. This data is presented in
terms of income level, party affiliation and online usage level.

In terms of income level (see Figure A3a), there is no clear trend in the perceived ideal
level of usage for the title. Usage at the combined ‘a lot’ and ‘a great deal’ levels increase
with income, up to the $75,000 to $99,999 income level, before declining. Usage of the title,
at a moderate level or greater level, peaks at the $50,000 to $74,999 income level, as does
usage a the ‘a little’ or greater level.

With respect to party affiliation (shown in Figure A3b), Republican and indepen-
dents/other party affiliated respondents indicated an almost equal ideal level of usage,
with approximately 75% of both groups responding that ideally the title ought to be used
at least a moderate amount. Democrats, however, indicated higher ideal usage level of
approximately 85%.

The perceived level of ideal usage of the title increases, at the combined great deal, a
lot and moderate level with increased internet usage time (see Figure A3c), except at the
highest level of internet usage, which reports moderate and greater usage levels similar to
the 1 to 3 h group.

4.1.2. Publisher

This subsection considers the respondents’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of the
publisher in judging the trustworthiness of an article. Figure A4a shows increasing support
(at the combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount level) up to the $75,000–99,999 income
range, after which there is a temporary drop in perceived utility. The $125,000 or more
range returns to a similar level of use as the $75,000 to $99,999 income level.

The most notable data relates to respondents’ party affiliation. Overall, Democrats
and Republicans view the publisher as being more important (at the combined great deal/a
lot/a moderate amount level) then independents/other party members. Democrats also
have greater combined great deal/a lot support than Republicans. Notably, while each
political group views the publisher as being similarly important to others as themselves, this
pattern does not hold with the ideal data, where the importance drops only for Republicans
and independents/other party members.

Perceptions of the publisher’s importance across different levels of internet usage
show a consistent trend. Except at the highest level of internet usage, importance in terms
of self, others, and the ideal increases as internet usage increases.

Figure A4 considers respondents’ perceptions of the publisher’s impact on their per-
sonal decision making when considering the validity of an article. In terms of income level
(Figure A4a), personal perception of importance increases up to the $75,000–99,999 income
level, then drops, returning to a similar level at the $125,000 or more level. With respect to
party affiliation (Figure A4b), Democratic Party members have more interest in the pub-
lisher, at the great deal/a lot levels, and similar interest to Republicans when the moderate
amount level is also considered. Independents/other party members indicate the lowest
level of interest, at the combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels, but slightly
more than Republicans (and still notably less than Democrats) at the great deal/a lot level.
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Respondents show an increase in the perceived efficacy of the publisher as their
internet usage increases, from 1 to 5 h. Then, a slight decrease in importance is seen at the
more than 5 h level (in Figure A4c).

Figure A5 considers respondents’ perceptions of the publisher’s impact on the de-
cision making of others when considering the validity of an article. In terms of income
level, use increases (at the combined great deal/a lot level) as income level rises until the
$75,000–99,999 range, where it peaks and then flattens out. When the moderate amount
responses are also considered, more fluctuation—but a general increase in level of use
perception—is seen. When considering respondents’ political party affiliation (Figure A5b),
there is once again more perceived support by members of the Democratic party, at the
combined great deal/a lot level; however, all three groups have similar support at the
combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount level.

Articles’ publishers show usage shows an increase in importance as internet usage
increases from 1 to 5 h (for the combined great deal/a lot levels), with a notable reduction
in importance at the more than 5 h usage level (Figure A5c). Much less variation, but a
similar pattern, is seen when the moderate amount responses are also considered.

Figure A6 considers respondents’ perceptions of the publisher’s ideal impact on
decision making when considering the validity of an article. In terms of income level,
use increases (at the combined a great deal/a lot level) gradually as income level rises
until the $75,000–99,999 range, before flattening out and declining at the $125,000 or more
level. In terms of party affiliation (Figure A6b), Republicans and independents/other party
members indicate a similarly lower level of use, at both the combined great deal/a lot
and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels, than Democrats. Democrats are
relatively consistent amongst their self-perception, perception of others, and perception of
the ideal level of use. Independents/other party members indicate having a similar level of
use, at the combined great deal/a lot level and slightly less interest at the combined great
deal/a lot level, to others. However, they view the ideal as being at a lower level (most
notably, at the combined great deal/a lot level).

Articles’ publishers show an increase in importance to respond as internet usage
increases from 1 to 5 h. The publisher then declines notably in importance, for the com-
bined great deal/a lot level (while dropping less notably at the combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount level) at the more than 5 h usage level (Figure A6c).

4.1.3. Publication Data

This section considers the differences in respondents’ perceptions regarding the use-
fulness of the publication date in judging the trustworthiness of an article. While there
is limited change in the level of reliance placed on articles’ publication dates by income
level, the level of use tends to decrease as income level increases, up until the highest
income level, at the combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount level. In terms of political
affiliation, Democrats report the highest level of reliance on the article publication date,
followed by Republicans, and then independents/other party members.

Each party reports a lower level of perceived reliance on articles’ publication date by
others than by themselves, at the combined great deal/a lot levels (though results are more
similar with the moderate amount responses are also included). Democrats indicate ideally
having more reliance on publication date, while Republicans and independent/other party
members’ perceptions of self-use and ideal use are much closer to each other.

In terms of internet usage, the lowest level of internet usage shows the lowest level of
perceived utility of articles’ publication date for evaluating article credibility, at both the
combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. At the
great deal/a lot/moderate amount level, perceived utility increases with increased internet
usage. This trend is not present for the combined great deal/a lot level; however, it is also
present when looking only at the great deal responses.

Figure A7 presents respondents’ perceptions of the publication date’s impact on their
personal decision making when considering the validity of an article. While fluctuation is
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seen across income levels, at the combined great deal/a lot level in Figure A7a, the level of
perceived utility appears to consistently decrease with increasing income across all income
levels, except the $125,000 or more level (where it increases, as compared to the $100,000 to
$124,999 income level, but is still below the $75,000 to $99,999 income level).

The political party affiliation data shows (in Figure A7b) the strongest perceived
utility of the publication date coming from Democrats, followed by Republicans and then
independents/other party members. All three groups show at least 60% of respondents
seeing utility to using the publication date (at the combined great deal/a lot/moderate
amount level). Limited variation is seen in perceived publication date utility due to internet
usage levels (Figure A7c), at the combined great deal/a lot level, with the lowest usage
being indicated at the 1 h or less internet usage level. There is notably more usage at the
other three levels, which indicate similar perceived efficacy at the combined great deal/a
lot level and show a moderate increase in publication date use with increased internet
usage at the combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount level.

Figure A8 presents respondents’ perceptions of the publication date’s impact on the
decision making of others when considering the validity of an article. Figure A8a shows
variation between income levels at both the combined great deal/a lot and combined great
deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. A general downward trend in usage with increasing
income is shown at both levels. The highest income level, however, showed increased usage
and some deviation from the trend present at the intervening levels. In terms of political
affiliations, Democrats show the highest level of use, followed by Republicans and the
independents/other party members, at both the combined great deal/a lot and combined
great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. The internet usage data shows an increase in
publication date usage as internet usage increases from 1 to 5 h (at both the combined great
deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels); however, a decline in
usage is indicated at the more than 5 h usage level in Figure A8c.

Figure A9 shows respondents’ perception of the publication date’s ideal impact on
decision making regarding the validity of an article. The perceived ideal level of reliance,
shown in Figure A9a, generally decreases with increasing income level, at the combined
great deal/a lot level. A less clear version of this trend is present when the moderate
amount responses are also considered. In both cases, the lowest and highest income levels
are exceptions to this trend.

The political party affiliation data for ideal usage (shown in Figure A9b) is similar to
self-perception, with Democrats showing the most ideal use of the article date (at both the
great deal/a lot and great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels), followed by Republicans
and then independents/other party members. Respondents from all three political party
affiliations indicated support for the use of the publication date, at the combined great
deal/a lot /moderate amount level of at least 65%.

The internet usage data is shown in Figure A9c. It shows increasing ideal importance
placed on the article date, as internet usage increases from 1 to 5 h; however, a slight decline
is present at the more than 5 h level.

4.1.4. Author

This section considers the impact of income level, political affiliation and online usage
level on respondents’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of an article’s author for judging
the trustworthiness of an article. While there is no clear pattern, in the income level or
internet usage level data, the political party affiliation data shows the highest level of
perceived utility amongst Democrats, followed by Republicans and independents/other
party members. This pattern is also present in the perception of others’ data (at both the
combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels). A
similar relationship between Republicans and Democrats is also present in the perception
of ideal data; however, the independents/other party members do not show the same
lower level of perceived utility (with the independents/other party members tying with
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the Republicans). This is the case at both the combined great deal/a lot and combined great
deal/a lot/moderate amount levels.

Figure A10 presents respondents’ perception of articles’ authors’ impact on their
personal decision making regarding article validity. There is no clear pattern to the data
related to income level (Figure A10a) or internet usage level (Figure A10c). In terms of
political party (Figure 1), Democrats have the highest usage level, followed by Republicans
and then independents/other party members. All three groups have at least 80% of
respondents indicating usage at the moderate amount level or higher.

Figure 1. Article author—personal perception impact by political affiliation.

Figure A11 considers respondents’ perception of an article author’s impact on the
decision making of others when considering the validity of an article. While there is, again,
no clear pattern in terms of income level (Figure A11a), there is a gradual increase in
reliance on the author, at the great deal level, as internet usage level increases (Figure A11c);
however, this trend is not present in the a lot or moderate amount data. The political party
affiliation data, again, shows the highest use by Democrats followed (only slightly) by
Republicans and then independents/other party members (Figure 2). This trend is present
at both the combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount
levels.

Figure 2. Article author—others’ perception impact by political affiliation.
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Figure A12 presents data regarding respondents’ perception of an article author’s
ideal impact on decision making when considering the validity of an article. There is, again,
no clear pattern in terms of income level, with conflicting trends seen when considering
the great deal, a lot and moderate amount responses (Figure A12a) or internet usage
level (Figure A12c). The political party affiliation data, shown in Figure 3, shows the
highest reliance among Democrats, followed by Republicans and independents/other
party members, who have similar levels of reliance at both the combined great deal/a lot
and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels.

Figure 3. Article author—ideal perception impact by political affiliation.

4.1.5. Sponsor

This section considers the impact of income level, political affiliation and online
usage time on respondents’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of an article’s sponsor
in judging the trustworthiness of an article. In this data, a relatively consistent pattern is
shown between the political party affiliations across the self, others and ideal data. In each,
Democrats have the highest level of perceived utility of the sponsor data. This is followed
by Republicans and independents/other party members.

Figure A13 considers respondents’ perceptions of article sponsors’ impact on their
personal decisions regarding article validity. In terms of income level (Figure A13a), there
are conflicting trends. At the combined great deal/a lot/moderate level, the levels above
$25,000 in income are very similar; however, when considering only the great deal and a
lot data, there is a notable jump in the perceived utility of the sponsor between the first two
income levels, and then a general decline with higher income. Political party affiliation,
shown in Figure 4, shows a similar trend to some previous factors: Democrats show the
most reliance on the sponsor, with Republicans and independents/other party members
indicating a lower level of perceived utility. Republicans show more perceived utility, when
considering the moderate amount data and nearly the same level when only the great deal
and a lot data is considered. Increased perceived utility of articles’ sponsors is seen with
increased internet usage levels in Figure A13c. Notably, the a lot level shrinks considerably
between the 3 and 5 and more than 5 levels, with the adjacent great deal and moderate
levels increasing notably.

Figure A14 presents respondents’ perceptions of article sponsors’ impact on others’
decision making regarding article validity. The income level data, shown in Figure A14a,
shows limited variation and conflicting trends between the great deal, a lot and moderate
amount response levels. At least 70% of all political party affiliations’ respondents indi-
cating at least a moderate amount of perceived efficacy of the sponsor details; however,
Democrats exhibit the most interest in using the metric, with Republicans and indepen-
dents/other party members varying between second and third most interested between the
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combined great deal, a lot and moderate amount combination levels, as shown in Figure 5.
An increase in perceived utility by others is present, as internet usage levels increase, as
shown in Figure A14c. This trend is most pronounced at the great deal level. When the ‘a
lot’ data is also included, the more than 5 h level is no longer included in this trend. When
the moderate amount data is also considered, there is a notable drop at the 3 to 5 h usage
level (with a subsequent increase at the more than 5 h level).

Figure 4. Article sponsor—personal perception impact by political affiliation.

Figure 5. Article sponsor—others’ perception impact by political affiliation.

Figure A15 shows respondents’ perceptions of article sponsors’ ideal impact on deci-
sion making regarding the validity of an article. There is no readily noticeable correlation
between the ideal level of reliance on sponsor details and respondents’ income level (as
shown in Figure A15a). In terms of political affiliations, Democrats indicated the most per-
ceived benefit of this metric, again followed by Republicans and then independents/other
party members (at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount levels), as demonstrated in Figure 6. A gradual increase in perceived
utility is shown as internet usage level increases. Figure A15c shows this being present
across all four usage levels, at the great deal level, and across the lower three levels when
the ‘a lot’ and moderate amount responses are also considered.
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Figure 6. Article sponsor—ideal perception impact by political affiliation.

4.1.6. Author’s Political Alignment

This section considers the impact of income level, political party affiliation and internet
usage level on perceptions regarding the usefulness of articles’ authors’ political alignment
in judging their trustworthiness. Higher income levels are associated with increased
perceived utility of authors’ political alignment for judging articles, for respondents and
their perceptions of others, at the combined great deal/a lot level. However, no clear
pattern is present with regard to the perceived ideal level of impact of the author’s political
alignment on judging article credibility. Similar levels of perceived utility and fluctuations
are present across income levels. This means that while higher income level respondents
perceive themselves and others to use the author’s political alignment metric, there is
similar agreement (at least 75% of all groups indicate a moderate amount) as to what
is ideal

The data related to political party affiliation shows minimal variation between parties
for self-perception and perception of others’ usage. However, for respondents’ ideal per-
ception, more pronounced differences between political affiliations are present (particularly
at the great deal level).

Figure A16 considers respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s author’s
political alignment on their personal decision making, when considering the validity of an
article. In terms of income level (Figure A16a), there is a gradual increase in the level of
importance placed on authors’ political alignments, as income level increases at the great
deal and combined great deal/a lot levels. There is a noticeable drop at the $100,000 to
$124,999 level, which is recovered from at the $125,000 or more level.

The political party affiliation data (Figure A16b) shows that party affiliation has little
impact on respondents’ self-usage of authors’ affiliation, with independents/other party
members showing slightly less self-usage at the combined great deal/a lot and combined
great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels (though not at the great deal level by itself, where
independents/other party members show slightly more usage than Republicans and a
similar level to Democrats). Internet usage level (see Figure A16c) shows similarly little
impact on self-usage.

Figure A17 depicts respondents’ perception of the impact of an article author’s political
alignment on respondents’ perception of others’ decision making, when evaluating the
validity of an article. Income level (Figure A17a) again shows a positive association with
increased perception of others use of the metric. With some variation, this positive trend is
visible at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate
amount levels. The political affiliation data, shown in Figure A17b, does not evidence any
notable trends. In terms of internet usage, a positive trend is visible, at both the great deal
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and combined great deal/a lot levels (and, less notably, when also including the moderate
amount data) at the three lowest levels of usage (up to 5 h), as shown in Figure A17c.

Figure A18 presents data regarding respondents’ perception of the ideal impact of
articles’ authors’ political alignment on article credibility decision making. Conflicting
trends are present in the income level data shown in Figure A18a. At the great deal
and combined great deal and a lot levels, the perceived ideal utility of author affiliation
data initially rises with increased income, peaking at the $50,000 to $74,999 income level.
However, this is one of the lowest levels of perceived utility at the combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount level. In terms of political party affiliation (as shown in Figure A18b),
all three parties are close together, all having nearly 80% of respondents indicating at least
a moderate level of ideal use of the metric. Democrats show the most support for this
metric, followed by Republicans and then by independents/other party members. Results,
in terms of internet usage levels, show no overt pattern (Figure A18c).

4.1.7. Publisher Political Alignment

This section considers the impact of income level, political party affiliation and online
usage level on Americans’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of articles’ publishers’
political alignment for judging the trustworthiness of an article. Interestingly, there only
limited variation by political party, income level, and internet usage level is shown for
this metric.

Figure A19 shows respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s publisher’s
political alignment on their personal decision making when considering article validity.
There is a notable increase in the perceived importance of the metric between the lowest
income level and the $25,000–49,999 income level; however, after this level, the rate of
increase in metric credence between successively higher levels of income declines and some
variation is seen, as shown in Figure A19a. The peak levels of perceived efficacy occur at
the $75,000 to $99,999 and $125,000 or more levels (at both the combined great deal/a lot
and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels).

The political party data shows limited levels of difference, with the highest level
of perceived efficacy indicated by the Democrats, followed by the Republicans and the
independents/other party members (at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and
combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels), as shown in Figure A19b.

A slight increase in perceived efficacy of the publisher’s political alignment is seen
(in Figure A19c) with growing levels of internet usage, at the great deal, combined great
deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. Notably, respondents
in the more than 5 h usage level group indicate lower perceived efficacy of this metric (at
each level) than the 1 h or less group, breaking from this trend.

Figure A20 presents respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s publisher’s
political alignment on others’ decision making, when considering article credibility. Overall,
the perception that others will consider the publisher’s political alignment increases with
increased income level, at the great deal and combined great deal/a lot levels (though
the three highest income levels have similar perceived utility at the great deal level and
fluctuation is present at the a lot level), as shown in Figure A20a.

No notable difference is present between the parties at the great deal and combined
great deal/a lot levels. When also considering the moderate amount responses, Republi-
cans show slightly less perceived efficacy than Democrats and independents/other party
members, as shown in Figure A20b. In terms of internet usage, a similar trend to self-
perception is shown where gradual growth is shown with increasing internet usage levels,
in Figure A20c, with the highest level of usage breaking from this trend.

Figure A21 shows respondents’ perceptions of the ideal impact of an article’s pub-
lisher’s political alignment on article trustworthiness decision making. In the income level
data, shown in Figure A21a, there is a notable increase between the lowest income level
and the $25,000–49,999 income level, at the great deal and (less pronouncedly) combined
great deal/a lot levels. The next three income levels are relatively consistent, before the
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perceived ideal efficacy declines slightly at the two highest income levels. This trend is
also present, with more variation, at the combined great deal/a lot level; however, when
the moderate amount data is also considered, no clear trend is present. In terms of the
political alignment data, as shown in Figure A21b, Democrats indicate the highest level
of ideal perceived efficacy, at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and combined
great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. Republicans have the second highest level of
perceived utility at the great deal and combined great deal/a lot levels, with the difference
at the great deal level being minimal. Independents/other party members are the second
highest, in terms of perceived efficacy, when the moderate amount data is also considered.
In terms of internet usage levels, an increase is seen (with limited variation) at the great
deal level with increasing internet usage; however, this trend is not present at other levels,
as shown in Figure A21c.

4.1.8. Sponsor Political Alignment

This section considers Americans’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of articles’
sponsors’ political alignment for judging their trustworthiness. There is a notable increase
in perceived efficacy between the lowest income level and the $25,000–49,000 income level
for all three perspectives (self, others and ideal). The self and others’ perspectives do not
have clear trends, in terms of income level. The perceived efficacy starts by increasing to a
limited peak, followed by limited decreases, within increasing income, in the ideal data.

All three political party affiliations indicate a similar perceived efficacy of the metric
at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate
amount levels, for self-usage; however, this pattern does not hold for the perception of
others’ and ideal usage.

Figure A22 presents respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s sponsor’s
political alignment on their personal decision making when assessing article credibility. In
terms of income level (shown in Figure A22a), there is a notable increase from the lowest
income level to the $25,000–49,999 income level, followed by a relatively consistent level of
perceived efficacy, at the great deal and combined great deal/a lot levels. Notably, there
is a large drop in the moderate amount level at the $100,000 to $124,999 income level;
however, the $125,000 returns to a similar perceived efficacy level as the $75,000 to $99,999
income level.

The political party affiliation data shows a very slightly higher level of perceived
efficacy among Democrats, in Figure A22b, at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot,
and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. There is not a clear pattern to the
internet usage level related data, which peaks with the between 1 and 3 h group, as shown
in Figure A22c.

Figure A23 depicts respondents’ perceptions of the impact of articles’ sponsors’ politi-
cal alignment on others’ decision making regarding the validity of an article. Again, there is
an increase in perceived efficacy from the lowest income level to the $25,000–49,999 income
level (as shown in Figure A23a). A fluctuating trend of increasing with increased income is
shown at the combined great deal/a lot level, while the great deal data, by itself, shows a
slight decline with increased income at some points. The moderate amount data shows an
increasing trend, with fluctuations, at the lowest four income levels; however, there is a
drop at the $100,000 to $124,999 that is not fully recovered from at the $125,000 or more
income level.

In terms of political affiliations, Democrats showed the greatest perceived efficacy
of the metric at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount levels. Independents/other party members indicated higher per-
ceived efficacy than Republicans at all of these levels (though only slightly at the great deal
and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels), as shown in Figure A23b. An
increase in perceived efficacy of the sponsor’s political alignment with increasing internet
usage is shown at the three lowest levels of internet usage (across the great deal, combined
great deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels, excepting that
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there is a drop at the combined great deal/a lot level only, between the second and third
internet usage levels); however, the highest internet usage level breaks from this trend, as
shown in Figure A23c.

Figure A24 shows respondents’ perception of the ideal efficacy of articles’ sponsors’
political alignment on article trustworthiness decision making. A similar increase in
perceived efficacy is again present between the lowest and the $25,000–49,999 income levels;
however, the data is relatively consistent, at the combined great deal/a lot and combined
great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. It fluctuates at the great deal level, as shown in
Figure A24a.

In Figure A24b, Democrats report the highest level of perceived ideal usage, followed
by Republicans and then independents/other party members, at the great deal and com-
bined great deal/a lot levels. Independents/other party members report slightly higher
perceived efficacy than Republicans, when the moderate amount data is also considered,
as shown in Figure A24b. In terms of internet usage levels, there is a general increase in
perceived efficacy as internet usage level increases, as shown in Figure A24c; however, the
more than 5 h usage level breaks from this trend, at the combined great deal/a lot and
combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. The second and third levels of internet
usage also have nearly the same level of combined great deal/a lot perceived efficacy.

4.2. Article Characteristics

This section considers the responses of study participants, with respect to the impact of
articles’ quantity of opinion statements, internet virality of the article or topic, controversy
level of the topic, and the reading level of the article, on the trustworthiness of the article.
Each of these is discussed, respectively, in Section 4.2.1 through Section 4.2.4. Analysis
amongst and between these metrics is presented in Section 5.

4.2.1. Opinion Quantity

This section considers the perceptions of Americans regarding the usefulness of know-
ing the quantity of opinion statements in an article for judging its trustworthiness. In this
data, the most interesting results are found amongst the political parties. Republicans and
independents/other party members indicate using this metric too much (based on having
a perception that is higher than ideal), when considering the combined great deal/a lot
levels. Democrats, on the other hand, indicate using the metric too little (ideal perception
greater than self-perception).

Figure A25 presents respondents’ perception of the impact of articles’ quantity of
opinion statements on respondents’ personal decision making regarding article validity. In
terms of income level (Figure A25a) there is no notable pattern as income level increases.
Amongst the political parties, Democrats indicate the highest level of metric efficacy,
followed by Republicans and then independents/other party members. Notably, over 65%
of respondents in each group indicate the efficacy of the metric at the moderate amount
level or greater, as shown in Figure 7. An increase with increased online time is shown at
the combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels, for
the lowest three levels of internet usage. This trend is also present in just the great deal
level data at the first two levels, as shown in Figure A25c.

Figure A26 presents respondents’ perceptions of the impact of articles’ quantity of
opinion statements on others’ article trustworthiness decision making. No clear pattern
is present with respect to a correlation between perceived efficacy and income level, in
the data shown in Figure A26a, or internet usage level, in the data shown in Figure A26c.
Democrats show the greatest perceived efficacy of the metric, at the great deal, combined
great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. Republicans and
independents/other party members show a similar level of efficacy when considering the
a lot and great deal data; however, independents/other party members indicate higher
efficacy at the great deal level, as shown in Figure A26b.
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Figure 7. Article opinion statement quantity—personal perception impact by political affiliation.

Figure A27 depicts respondents’ perception of the ideal impact of an article’s quantity
of opinion statements when making trustworthiness decisions. There is no clear pattern
in terms of income level shown in Figure A27a; however, an increase in perceived ideal
efficacy of the metric is shown as internet usage level increases, in Figure A27c, at the
three lowest usage levels at the combined great deal/a lot and great deal/a lot/moderate
amount levels. Increasing efficacy perception with increased internet usage is shown at all
four usage levels at the great deal level.

Interestingly, the three political party groups show different perceptions of ideal effi-
cacy perception of the metric. Democrats indicate the highest perception of efficacy, which
is particularly pronounced at the combined great deal/a lot level, but also present at the
great deal and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. Republicans show the
next highest level of efficacy perception, followed by independents/other party members,
at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate
amount levels.

4.2.2. Virality

This section considers respondents’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of knowing
an article’s level of virality when judging its trustworthiness. No notable trends are present
in the income level data for self or others perception; however, one is visible in the ideal
data. Again, Democrats (followed by Republicans and then independents/other party
members) indicate the highest efficacy of the metric. As internet usage levels increase, the
perceived efficacy of the metric increases for self-usage, the perceived usage of others, and
the perception of ideal usage; meaning that virality generally is seen as more important as
internet usage levels increase.

Figure A28 shows respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s virality on
their personal decision making when considering the validity of an article. Amongst income
groups (as shown in Figure A28a), there is no clear pattern with regard to increased or
decreased efficacy as income increases. With respect to political parties (Figure A28b), there
is greater perceived efficacy of the metric amongst Democrats at the combined great deal/a
lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels (though more Republicans
indicated there being a great deal of efficacy of the metric). Independents/other party
members indicate the lowest level of perceived metric efficacy, which is notably lower
than both the Democrats and Republicans at all levels. Across all groups, over 50% of
respondents (only slightly more, in the case of independents/other party members) report
at least a moderate amount of perceived metric efficacy.

The data related to the metric and internet usage levels shows a steady increase of the
perceived importance of virality, at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and combined
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great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels, at the lowest three internet usage levels. The
highest internet usage level (more than 5 h), breaks this trend, as shown in Figure A28c.

Figure A29 presents respondents’ perceptions of the importance of an article’s virality
on others’ trustworthiness decision making. There is no consistent trend, with regard to
others’ perception of metric efficacy, and income level, as shown in Figure A29a. Some
variation is present, but overall the data is relatively consistent between levels, except
for at the $100,000–124,999 income level which is an anomaly, as compared to the data
surrounding it.

The political party affiliation perception data shows that Democrats think that others
find the metric more important, as compared to Republicans and independents/other party
members, as shown in Figure 8. Republicans indicated more importance of the metric at
the great deal and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels, as compared to
independents/other party members. The two groups are tied at the combined great deal/a
lot level.

Figure 8. Article virality—others’ perception impact by political affiliation.

In terms of internet usage levels, there is a notable increase in the perceived efficacy of
the metric by others as internet usage level increase, up until the highest internet usage level,
where there is a notable decrease, as shown in Figure A29c. Notably, this trend is present
at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate
amount levels.

Figure A30 shows respondents’ perceptions of the ideal impact of an article’s virality on
article trustworthiness decision making. As income levels increase, as shown in Figure A30a,
there is a consistent decline in the level of ideal perceived efficacy of the virality metric.
This trend is present at the combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount level in all but the
highest of the income levels. It is also present in the combined great deal/a lot level, at the
lowest four income levels. Notably, this trend is not present in only the great deal data.

Amongst political parties, as shown in Figure A30b, Democrats have the highest
level of perceived metric utility, followed by Republicans and independents/other party
members, at the combined great deal/a lot and great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels;
however, Republicans and Democrats are approximately tied at the great deal level.

In terms of internet usage level, respondents’ perceptions of the ideal utility of the
virality metric increase as internet usage levels increase. This trend is present at the great
deal, combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels
for the lowest three levels of internet usage. The highest level (more than 5 h) shows
slightly more perceived utility than the next highest level, at the combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount level; however, it shows less perceived utility at the combined great
deal/a lot level and approximately the same level of utility at the great deal level.
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4.2.3. Controversy

This section considers Americans’ perceptions regarding the usefulness of knowing
the controversy level of an article when judging its trustworthiness. There are no notable
patterns in the income level data, though fluctuation is present. The internet usage level
data shows several trends of increasing metric importance as internet usage levels increase.

Among political parties there are some notable differences. Democratic party members
generally view the metric the most favorably, though the difference is much less pronounced
with regard to their view of others’ perceptions of the metric’s efficacy. Republicans and
independents/other party members exhibit less perceived efficacy for self-perception and
ideal perception; however, others’ perception data is very similar amongst respondents
from all three parties.

Figure A31 displays data regarding respondents’ perceptions of articles’ controversy
level on individuals’ personal decision-making regarding article trustworthiness. These
results are relatively uninteresting, with respect to income level, as shown in Figure A31a.
No notable trends are present in the data. Democrats show the highest level of self-usage,
with nearly 80% reporting that they use this metric a great deal, a lot, or a moderate amount.
Republicans show a higher usage level than independents/other party members and are
very close to Democrats at the combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount level (though
there is more of a difference at only the great deal and a lot levels), as shown in Figure 9.
Slight trends are shown in the internet usage level data, with the combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount level data showing the most pronounced differences. An increase
in perceived efficacy, with increasing internet usage, is present at the three lowest usage
levels, in Figure A31c. A decline in the perceived importance of the controversy level is
shown at the highest level of internet usage.

Figure 9. Article controversy level—personal perception impact by political affiliation.

Figure A32 considers respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s controversy
level on others’ decision making when evaluating articles. There is a notable increase in
the perceived use by others, at the great deal level and the highest income level, shown in
Figure A32a; however, otherwise perceived usage by others remains relatively consistent
across income levels with no clear trends present.

The perceived usage by shows a slight difference between political parties, in Figure 10.
Democrats indicate the highest perceived efficacy level followed by Republicans and
independents/other party members. This trend is present at the great deal, combined great
deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels.
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Figure 10. Article controversy level—others’ perception impact by political affiliation.

The perceived usage of the metric by others shows a slight increase as internet usage
level increases, in Figure A32c; however, it is only present in the lowest three levels at the
combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount level. It is present in all four internet usage
levels, at the great deal and the combined great deal/a lot levels; however, more variation
is present.

Finally, Figure A33 shows respondents’ perceptions of the ideal impact of articles’
controversy level on article trustworthiness decision making. There is no notable pattern in
ideal usage levels relative to income levels shown in Figure A33a.

Figure 11 shows that Democrats, again, view the metric to be most ideally valuable, fol-
lowed by Republicans, and then independents/other party members. This trend is present
at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate
amount levels.

Figure 11. Article controversy level—ideal perception impact by political affiliation.

A limited increase in metric importance is seen as internet usage levels increase in
Figure A33c. This trend is present across all four usage levels at the combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount level and across only the three lower levels at the great deal and
combined great deal/a lot levels.
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4.2.4. Reading Level

This section considers the final metric, reading level, and its utility for judging article
trustworthiness. No notable large-scale patterns are present in the income level data. The
internet usage level data does not show a clear pattern in either the self- or others-perception
data; however, an increase with increased usage trend is present in the ideal data. The most
notable results are, thus, found in the political party related data.

Democratic party members generally report the highest level of usage—by themselves,
others, and ideally—while independents/other party members report the lowest.

Figure A34 considers respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s reading
level on their personal decision making when considering articles’ credibility. Results are
relatively consistent amongst income groups, as shown in Figure A34a; however, variation
and conflicting minor trends are present in the data.

Amongst political parties, as shown in Figure A34b, Democrats report the highest level
of self-usage, with nearly 80% reporting a moderate level or more of usage. Republicans
follow behind the Democrats, with approximately 75% of respondents indicating at least a
moderate amount of usage. Finally, independents/other party members report the lowest
usage level of usage of approximately 65%. Similar trends are also present at the great deal
and combined great deal/a lot levels. There is no clear pattern to the results, in terms of
internet usage levels shown in Figure A34c, though variation is present.

Figure A35 considers respondents’ perceptions of the impact of an article’s reading
level on others’ trustworthiness decision making. Results are relatively consistent and no
notable trends are present across income levels (Figure A35a), though a negative correlation
is shown at the lowest four income levels for the great deal level only (and not other levels).
There are, similarly, no notable trends related to internet usage levels shown in Figure A35c.

Amongst political parties, all groups report high levels of metric usage, with at least
65% of respondents indicating at least a moderate amount of metric utility. Democrats
have marginally higher perceived efficacy when moderate and above impact levels are
considered. Both the Democrats and Republicans have similar levels of response at the great
deal and combined great deal/a lot levels. Both are higher than the independents/other
party members at the great deal, combined great deal/a lot and combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount levels, as shown in Figure A35b.

Figure A36 shows data regarding respondents’ perceptions of the ideal impact of an ar-
ticle’s reading level on article trustworthiness decision making. There is a downward trend
shown with increasing income level in the ideal perception data, shown in Figure A36a, at
the middle four income levels. This trend is also present at the combined great deal/a lot
and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels. It is also present at the great deal
level, with a deviation at the $75,000 to $99,999 income level.

Ideal usage tends to increase as internet usage level increases, as shown in Figure A36c,
at both the great deal and combined great deal/a lot levels. In both cases, a deviation
exists. The lowest usage level has slightly higher perceived efficacy then the second lowest,
at the great deal level. At the combined great deal/a lot level, the more than 5 h level
does not show a notable increase over the next lowest level. The combined great deal/a
lot/moderate amount data shows a minimal decline at the lowest three usage levels.

With respect to political parties, as shown in Figure A36b, Democrats and, then,
Republicans report more usage than independents/other party members, at the great deal,
combined great deal/a lot, and combined great deal/a lot/moderate amount levels.

5. Analysis

With only one exception, every demographic group reports majority perceived efficacy
for at least a moderate amount of ideal use of every metric. The sole exception is the
$100,000–124,999 income group, where virality has approximately 47% ideal perceived
efficacy of at least ‘a moderate amount’ (Figure A30a). Furthermore, each demographic
reports a majority of respondents using each metric at least ‘a moderate amount’ and
the majority belief that others also use each metric at least ‘a moderate amount.’ This
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demonstrates a broad consensus, across political affiliations, income levels, and levels of
internet use, that every metric serves as a useful tool in combating misinformation.

This section describes correlations amongst different metrics. It presents these find-
ings in Tables 7 and 8. Table 7 presents notable patterns in usage levels, as income and
Internet usage levels increase. Table 8 utilizes the belief paradigms, presented in Table 1, to
summarize the beliefs of each political party group for each metric. Because each political
demographic considers each metric to be moderately useful, Table 8 considers a stricter
requirement of preferring ‘a lot’ of usage for the metric in order to gauge respondents’
deeper level of enthusiasm for the metrics.

Table 7. Changes in usage levels of label categories as Internet usage and income levels increase.

Label Category As Internet Usage Increases As Income Increases

Title Usage increases, except at highest
internet usage level.

Usage increases, up to the $75,000–99,999 range
in the ideal. For self and others, spikes at

$25,000–49,999 income level then flattens out.

Publisher Usage increases, except at highest
internet usage level.

Usage increases, up to the $75,000–99,999 range
then flattens out.

Publication Date Usage increases for others and ideal,
except at highest internet usage level.

Relatively flat, but with decreasing magnitude of
support as income increases except at the highest

income level.

Author Usage increases No major patterns

Sponsor Usage increases No major patterns

Author’s Political Alignment Usage increases, except in self-perception.
Usage increases, except in perception of the ideal.
Drops in gravity of use at the $100,000–124,999
income level except in perception of the ideal.

Publisher’s Political Alignment Usage increases, except at highest
internet usage level.

Usage increases, except in perception of the ideal.
Drops in gravity of use at the $100,000–124,999

income level.

Sponsor’s Political Alignment Usage increases, except in self-perception.
Perceived usage by others increases. Drops in
gravity of use at the $100,000–124,999 income

level except in perception of the ideal.

Quantity of Opinion Statements Usage increases Drops in gravity of use at the $100,000–124,999
income level.

Virality Usage increases Drops in gravity of perceived use by others at
the $100,000–124,999 income level.

Controversy Level Usage increases No major patterns

Reading Level Usage increases No major patterns

The results for internet usage are uniform, as shown in Table 7. For each metric, to
some degree, the usage of the metric tends to increase as the Internet usage level increases.
This shows that heavier internet users are more likely to use the various metrics. This
is, perhaps, due to their heavy usage exposing them to misinformation more frequently
and, thus, causing them to develop more skepticism leading to a more defensive style
of internet browsing. This increase is present in their self-perception and, also, in their
perception of the usage of others and in their perception of the ideal. This indicates that
the higher internet usage level respondents believe that everyone is and should be more
cautious about media consumption. In fact, at times the increase in usefulness is most
pronounced when respondents report their perceptions of the use by others, as seen in the
cases of articles’ authors’ political alignment (Figure A17c), articles’ publishers’ political
alignment (Figure A20c), articles’ sponsors’ political alignment (Figure A23c), and virality
(Figure A29c).
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Table 8. Belief paradigms for each political party group, for each label category, based upon majority
support for using the metric ‘a lot’ or ‘a great deal.’ Areas of agreement amongst political party
groups are presented in bold in each row.

Label Category Democrats Republicans Independent/Other

Title Everyone else uses this, and
I should. Only I use this, and I should not. Everyone else uses this, but

they should not.

Publisher Everyone uses this, and
we should.

Everyone else uses this, but they
should not.

Everyone uses this, but we
should not.

Publication Date Only I use this, and everyone
else should.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

Author Everyone uses this, and
we should.

Everyone uses this, but we
should not.

Only I use this, and I
should not.

Sponsor Everyone uses this, and
we should.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

Author’s Political
Alignment

Everyone uses this, but we
should not.

Everyone uses this, but we
should not.

Everyone else uses this, but
they should not.

Publisher’s Political
Alignment

Everyone uses this, but we
should not.

Everyone else uses this, but they
should not.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

Sponsor’s Political
Alignment

Everyone else uses this, and
I should.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

Everyone else uses this, but
they should not.

Quantity of Opinion
Statements

Everyone else uses this, and I
should.

Everyone uses this, but we
should not.

Everyone else uses this, but
they should not.

Virality Everyone else uses this, but
they should not.

Everyone uses this, but we
should not.

Everyone else uses this, but
they should not.

Controversy Level Everyone else uses this, but
they should not.

Everyone else uses this, but they
should not.

Everyone else uses this, but
they should not.

Reading Level Only I use this, and I
should not.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

No one uses this, and no
one should.

While many metrics show no significant patterns surrounding income levels (in
Table 7), the title, publisher and all political alignment metrics show some increase in impor-
tance as income level increases. Interestingly, in the case of author’s political alignment and
publisher’s political alignment, these results level out to a flat distribution across income
levels. This shows that, while higher income level respondents perceive themselves and
others to use politics more frequently, they tend to agree that, ideally, these metrics ought
to be considered less frequently.

All political demographics reported majority support of each metric at the ‘a moderate
amount’ or higher level. At the higher threshold of ‘a lot’ or ‘a great deal’, differences
between groups are present.

The belief paradigms ‘no one uses this, and no one should’ and ‘everyone uses this,
and we should’ both express a belief that the current usage of a metric is optimal. Repub-
licans and independents/other party members both indicate ’no one uses this, and no
one should’ with regard to the publication date, sponsor, and reading level categories ‘a
lot.’ Republicans, additionally, believe that the sponsor’s political alignment is not and
should not be used ‘a lot,’ while independents/other party members believe this about
the publisher’s political alignment. Democrats never express this belief paradigm for any
metric, though there are cases where Democrats believe that a metric should not be used ‘a
lot’ in the ideal.

In the cases of the publisher, author, and sponsor, Democrats believe that everyone
uses each of these metrics, and that this is ideal. Republicans and independents/other
party members do not indicate this belief paradigm for any metric. Republicans and
independents/other party members both believe that these categories should not be used,
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with Republicans tending to assert that others rather than themselves are more likely to use
them. Republicans also believe that everyone else uses the publisher and author metrics,
but should not. Independents/other party members believe that everyone, themselves
included, uses the publisher category and should not, and that they themselves use the
author category and should not. Republicans and independents/other party members
believe the opposite of Democrats on the sponsor category: that no one uses the category,
and no one should. This is of particular interest, as it indicates not only a divergent belief
regarding what ‘should be’ but also with respect to ‘what is’. That is, Democrats believe
that sponsorship information is widely used, Republicans and independents/other party
members believe it is rarely used, and all groups feel that their perceived reality is ideal.

For a number of categories there is agreement on the belief paradigm between different
political parties. In the case of the author’s political alignment, Democrats and Republicans
agree that ‘everyone uses this, but we should not.’ Independents/other party members
differ in that they believe that everyone else uses this metric. Democrats and indepen-
dents/other party members agree that everyone else uses article virality, but should not.
For this metric, Republicans differ in that they believe they also use this metric them-
selves. Finally, all political parties agree that ‘everyone else’ uses the controversy level
metric and that they should not do so. It is notable that Democrats, Republicans, and
independents/other party members blame everyone else for the problematic usage of the
controversy level metric.

Across all metrics considered in the study, Republicans and independents/other party
members indicated that none of the categories presented should be used to judge the trust-
worthiness of a news article ‘a lot’ ideally. Republican responses indicate that, in practice,
they utilize the title, author, author’s political alignment, quantity of opinion statements,
and virality ‘a lot’ in making judgements about news trustworthiness. Independents/other
party members, meanwhile, consider themselves to only use the publisher and the author
‘a lot’ to determine whether a publication is trustworthy. However, as none of these are
considered ideal metrics by either group, a question remains as to what metrics would be
perceived as being better.

Democrats have expressed a higher level of enthusiasm for most metrics than Republi-
cans or independents/other party members; however, they still express reservations about
certain categories. While Democrats believe that most categories should be used ideally, ex-
ceptions to this are the author’s political alignment, publisher’s political alignment, article
virality, controversy level, and reading level. Democrats express the belief that everyone,
themselves included, uses the political alignments of the author and publisher, but that nei-
ther should be used. In the cases of article virality and controversy level, Democrats believe
that everyone else incorrectly uses these metrics. In the case of reading level, Democrats
believe that only they use this metric, when they should not.

Depending upon the paradigm, the respondent may be indicating that they consider
themselves to be the problem individual, at odds with everyone else and the ideal. This
occurs four times for Democrats with articles’ title, the sponsor’s political alignment, the
quantity of opinion statements and the reading level. For Republicans, this occurs once
with the title, but for the opposite reason of Democrats. Democrats indicated believing that
they use the title too little, while Republicans indicated believing that they use it too much.
For independents/other party members, this occurs once for the author category.

Some paradigms indicate that respondents consider that everyone, including me is the
problem. This occurs two times for Democrats, with the author and publisher’s political
alignment metrics. For Republicans, it occurs four times with the author, author’s political
alignment, quantity of opinion statements, and virality metrics. For independents/other
party members, this occurs only once with the publisher metric.

Yet, other paradigms indicate that the respondent considers everyone else to be
the problem. This occurs three times for Democrats with the publication date, virality,
and controversy level metrics. For Republicans, it occurs three times with the publisher,
publisher’s political alignment and the controversy level metrics. For independents/other
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party members, this occurs six times with the title, author’s political alignment, sponsor’s
political alignment, quantity of opinion statements, virality and controversy level metrics.

Overall, independents/other party members are the least likely to consider themselves
at fault, either as part of the group or as an individual outlier. As such, there may be
additional challenges in convincing independents/other party members to use labeling
mechanisms, even as they report each metric to be at least of ‘moderate’ importance.
Democrats are the most likely to consider themselves to be part of the problem and also
support the largest set of labeling metrics. As such, Democrats may be the most likely
early adopters of labeling mechanisms. Keeping these unique challenges in mind when
designing and promoting labeling mechanisms will be crucial for their eventual adoption
by the public. With each political group reporting a majority supporting using each labeling
metric at least ‘a moderate amount,’ the prospects for broad adoption seem quite positive.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has analyzed the impact of Americans’ income level, political affiliation
and online usage time on the level of credence that they pay to certain online article
characteristics. It has shown that most Americans, in almost every case and across the
demographic groups analyzed herein (with one notable exception discussed in Section 5),
support the use of the discussed metrics for assessing online content. However, in many
cases, different groups utilize a metric, believe others utilize a metric or believe that a
metric should be used to a greater or lesser extent than other groups. Understanding which
metrics are most effective for different demographic groups can help deliver individuals
the most relevant information for their decision-making. It also aids understanding of
online content consumption decision making and the factors that contribute to or limit the
spread of deceptive online content.

In general, metric usage was stronger among Democrats with Republicans, in many
cases, expressing more perceived efficacy in the metric than independents and members of
other parties (but still less than Democrats). Many metrics also showed more interest from
individuals with higher levels of internet usage. Not all metrics showed a trend related to
income level; however, in many cases metric usage was positively associated with increased
income levels.

In a number of cases, differences between respondents’ perceptions of their and others’
use of a metric and the ideal level of usage were detected. Cases where a metric would
ideally be used more than it is may be opportunities for training or technological innovation
to aid in the use of the metric. Cases where a metric is used more than what is perceived
as ideal may be opportunities to expose individuals to other metrics that could be useful
instead of or in addition to the one that they feel that they are excessively relying on. Metrics
where use and ideal use are similar indicate key data that labeling system developers will
want to ensure is readily available.

Overall, this paper has shown that the public is interested in improving their awareness
of news article accuracy through the use of metrics such as the ones presented. While
most Americans have at least some interest in most metrics, the exact manner that this
data is presented and consumed remains a topic that must be resolved by future work.
Additionally, future work will be needed to see how individuals’ projections of their and
others behaviors match up with their actual behaviors when evaluating and consuming
online content. The consensus, which has been demonstrated in this paper, of moderate-or-
higher support across demographics suggests that content labeling could be a promising
tool for combating misinformation, which would enjoy broad public support.
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Appendix A

This appendix presents the data referred to in Section 4. Figures A1–A36 each have
three components. The first, sub-figure a, presents the particular data in terms of income
level. Part b of the figure presents the data in terms of political affiliation and, finally, part c
presents the data in terms of online usage time.

Figures A1–A24 present data regarding the areas discussed in Section 4.1. Figures A1–A3
present data on the impact of the article title. Figures A4–A6 present data on the article
publisher. Figures A7–A9 present data regarding articles’ publication dates. Figures A10–A12
present data on the impact of articles’ authors. Figures A13–A15 present data regarding article
sponsors. Figures A16–A18 present data regarding articles’ authors’ political alignments.
Figures A19–A21 present data on articles’ publishers’ political alignments. Figures A22–A24
present data on articles’ sponsors’ political alignments.

Each set of three figures includes one related to respondents’ personal self-perceptions
of impact, on regarding the perceptions of others regarding the metric’s impact and one
that asks what the ideal level of impact should be.

Figure A1. Cont.
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Figure A1. Article title—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A2. Article title—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A3. Article title—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political affiliation
(top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A4. Cont.
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Figure A4. Article publisher—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A5. Article publisher—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A6. Article publisher—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A7. Cont.
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Figure A7. Article publication date—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left),
(b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A8. Article publication date—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) po-
litical affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A9. Article publication date—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) politi-
cal affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A10. Cont.
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Figure A10. Article author—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A11. Article author—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A12. Article author—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A13. Cont.
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Figure A13. Article sponsor—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A14. Article sponsor—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A15. Article sponsor—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A16. Cont.
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Figure A16. Article author’s political alignment—personal perception impact by: (a) income level
(top left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A17. Article author’s political alignment—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top
left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A18. Article author’s political alignment—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top
left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A19. Cont.
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Figure A19. Article publisher’s political alignment—personal perception impact by: (a) income level
(top left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A20. Article publisher’s political alignment—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level
(top left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A21. Article publisher’s political alignment—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level
(top left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A22. Cont.
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Figure A22. Article sponsor’s political alignment—personal perception impact by: (a) income level
(top left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A23. Article sponsor’s political alignment—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level
(top left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A24. Article sponsor’s political alignment—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top
left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figures A25–A36 present data in regard to the areas discussed in
Section 4.2. Figures A25–A27 present data regarding articles’ number of opinion state-
ments. Figures A28–A30 present data regarding the virality of articles. Figures A31–A33
present data on articles’ level of controversy. Finally, Figures A34–A36 present data regard-
ing the impact of articles’ reading levels.

As with the earlier figures, each set of three figures includes one related to respondents’
personal self-perceptions of impact, on regarding the perceptions of others regarding the
metric’s impact and one that asks what the ideal level of impact should be.
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Figure A25. Article opinion statement quantity—personal perception impact by: (a) income level
(top left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A26. Cont.
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Figure A26. Article opinion statement quantity—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top
left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A27. Article opinion statement quantity—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top
left), (b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A28. Article virality—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A29. Cont.
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Figure A29. Article virality—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A30. Article virality—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A31. Article controversy level—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left),
(b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A32. Cont.
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Figure A32. Article controversy level—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left),
(b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A33. Article controversy level—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left),
(b) political affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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Figure A34. Article reading level—personal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) po-
litical affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A35. Cont.
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Figure A35. Article reading level—others’ perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) politi-
cal affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).

Figure A36. Article reading level—ideal perception impact by: (a) income level (top left), (b) political
affiliation (top right) and (c) online usage (bottom).
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